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If you could work from anywhere

Gorgeous, relaxing
work-from-home
dream properties
BY BRIGITTE SURETTE

H

ow we work has drastically
changed within the past year.
According to Upwork’s “Economist Report: Remote Workers on the
Move,” remote work is here to stay. The
pandemic has shown the workforce and
its employers that work can literally be
done from anywhere. According to their
findings, “Anywhere from 14 to 23 million Americans are planning to move as
a result of remote work,” with major cities bearing the brunt of the migration,
nearly 21 percent of city dwellers plan to
move, or have moved.
Most of the country’s workforce is accustomed to the nine-to-five workday
that stemmed from the early 1920s
when the Ford Motor Company introduced it as a way in which to protect factory workers. Times are changing and
we are in the middle of a revolutionary
work culture where getting one’s work
done is far more flexible.
A recent TechRepublic article announced that Salesforce, a technologybased company headquartered in San
Francisco, is the latest company to “kill
off the traditional nine-to-five office
routine.” Brent Hyder, the company’s
chief people officer, said: “The 9-to-5
workday is dead, and the employee experience is about more than ping pong
tables and snacks.”
Though not everyone plays ping pong
at work, many have switched to remote
work and home offices are top requests
when one buys or rents a home. Tech
giants, Microsoft, Twitter and Facebook
changed their workforce model because of
COVID-19, and other
organizations are seeing the benefits of doing so.
“The future of the office is centered around
wellbeing,” said Gary
Wheeler
Wheeler, CEO of the
American Society of
Interior Designers. “Whether you return
to a collaborative office environment or
build out a work-from-home space or

THE CASSINA GROUP & 2COSTA RICA REAL ESTATE

This home is in the Nosara area of Costa Rica. It is a premiere spot for surfers, yoga enthusiasts and “off the beaten
path” vacations. Now, one can add work-from-home to any list of properties all over the globe. The six-bedroom
home, known as Rancho Rio Montana lists for $3.5 million.
most likely, a combination of both, datadriven design has pushed the workplace
into the future with a deep understanding and regard for employee’s physical,
mental, and emotional wellbeing. A
dedication to healthful materials and
biophilic elements will only grow in importance — ranging from HEPA filters
and antimicrobial surfaces to outdoor
workstations and beyond.”
This is the beginning of a shift—an
evolution—of how we will work in the
future.

Getting work done

Having worked remotely for most of
my career, creating a space or nook to do
so is something I’m familiar with. Home
office elements—good lighting, an ergonomic chair and a quiet place for phone
calls with good internet access are the
basics. We’ve come a long way, and the
home office of the future incorporates
all that and so much more.
“Many of my customers have transitioned to working from home, (WFH)
and many of them feel this will be the
new normal, even after the pandemic,”

DANIEL RAVENEL SOTHEBY’S INTERNATIONAL REALTY.

A perfect spot to work remotely. This Paris condo in France is near the Seine
and the Eiffel Tower. It has two bedrooms and over 1,400 square feet. List
price: $4.438 million.
said Curt Wegner, President of Curtis
Daniel Homes. “Companies have been
forced into a remote workforce, but I

think many are recognizing they can
still be productive, and they can save a
tremendous amount of money on office
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ternational Realty allows us intimate
access to some of the most highly
desirable locations in the globe. With
this new ‘work from home’ economy,
lifestyle is more important than ever
and has been a real focus of our clients
looking to upgrade their environment,”
said Ruthie Ravenel of Daniel Ravenel’s
Charleston office. “Whether it is a
condo in Paris, a villa in Tuscany or an
oceanfront retreat in the Caribbean,
luxury buyers worldwide are stretching
their vision well beyond our shores.”
Ravenel said many international buyers come here to settle as well. “We are
seeing international buyers coming
into our area seeking that Lowcountry
experience while still maintaining their
‘big city’ salaries,” she said.
If you’re in the market
for a home in the Bahamas, Sotheby’s International Realty’s listing
at Sky Cove is the ultimate in get-away from
it all and get some work
done magnificence.
The seven-bedroom
Ravenel
sprawling home was
built in 2020 and has
a private beachfront. With over 6,400
square feet, there are plenty of places
to choose from to work. The home
has two primary suites, and detached
“bungalows.”
“Sky Cove is unique, remote and set
amongst three acres on the Caribbean
Sea,” said listing agent Mark Hussey of
Damianos Sotheby’s International Realty. “It’s an idyllic spot to get away and
work from home.”
That’s an understatement. When
you need a break from work, drive five
minutes to the small town of Savannah
Sound. A 20-minute
drive gets you to Governors Harbours, the
capital of Eleuthera
and the largest town
on the island. Take a
painting class, visit the
library, or stop by a
few eateries or upscale
Hussey
restaurants.
Or make that Zoom
meeting you have scheduled at the
50-foot ocean view pool. There’s a Baja
shell if the ocean breezes happen to
interfere, as well as a deck overlooking
the pool and the ocean—with seating.
The list price for all that WFH luxury
is $2.395 million.

Downtown in the middle
of everything

There is an energy about being in the
middle of everything that motivates
some. Downtown Charleston had to be
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Photo gallery
To view more photos, go
to postandcourier.com/
real_estate.

DAMIANOS SOTHEBY’S INTERNATIONAL REALTY

The perfect spot for a Zoom conference — a deck that overlooks a private
cove and beach in the Bahamas at Sky Cove.

tage off the back garden with a lofted
bed space and full bath.
“The terrace is a peaceful spot above
the hustle and bustle of King Street
and overlooks the city’s skyline,” said
Farish. “You feel like you’ve been carried away to some faraway, enchanting
locale. Plus, it’s filled
with multiple locations
to create the ultimate
work-from-home refuge.”
When you need a
break, you walk out
your front door.
“The Charleston
Farish
Library Society is directly across the street.
It’s the third oldest subscription library in the country,” Farish said “The
Gibbes Museum of Art is right around
the corner and renowned restaurants
such as Husk, 167 Raw and some of the
best shopping in the city such as Ibu
Movement and Yves Delorme are steps
away.”
The property lists for $2.9 million.

Home sweet office home

KEEN EYE MARKETING

One of several spots to get some work done at 175 King. The residence has
over 3,700 square feet, three bedrooms and three baths.
on the list of dream work-from-home
places. Lower King Street has shopping,
restaurants, cafes and after-work gathering places. One has to take a break
from work.
“175 King Street is an 1890s masonry
building that has both the perfect converted Urban Residence with a covered
rooftop terrace and a retail space below,” Laura Wingate Farish of Maison
KEEN EYE MARKETING
Real Estate said. “The upstairs loft
The residence at 175 King St. has a
has a spacious living space, hardwood
roomy rooftop terrace, with views of
floors, vaulted ceilings and two gas
downtown Charleston.
fireplaces.”
When you enter the residential space,
a brick walkway opens to a private gar- way up to the rooftop terrace on the
den space. The property has an elevator third floor. There are two bedrooms in
that goes from the ground floor all the the principal residence and a guest cot-

Video conferencing, flexibility and
remote are the new buzzwords in the
workforce now. Most experts agree it’s
here to stay.
The office of the future will most
likely gravitate toward open spaces
upfitted with health-focused features
and used collaboratively for those
times employees need to do so. Predictions are WFH spaces will the place
where employees spend the majority
of their workday.
A study from AESC reports that the
workforce of the future is “intergenerational,” meaning that young professionals, millennials and retirees will
all be a part of our new norm. “Young
people in particular are expecting a lot
more flexibility. They don’t want to be
at their desks all the time... they want
to be able to work from home and they
want to be able to move around ...” said
Christhina Candido, Ph.D., at the University of Sydney.
With technology, we really can work
from anywhere. I’m willing to visit any
of the aforementioned places to dig
deeper on this subject.
Contact Brigitte Surette at
bsurette@postandcourier.com.

